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1.Bricks Seat ing
2.Bricks Wal l
3.Br icks Flex

Bricks offers the possibility to house different functions in one piece of furniture such as waiting, eating, conferencing, working and socializing. 
Bricks is a modular system creating infinite combinations specially designed for the business environment. 
 
Bricks has a large variety of different dimensions, on request these dimensions can also be customized. Bricks is standard delivered in Palau ecoversion with FSC/PEFC wood and eco-foam.



Design: Robert Bronwasser.
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curve inside 45˚/ 90˚
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Upholstery: fabrics from Kvadrat, Camira, Febrik, Gabriël and De Ploeg, leathers from Ohmann. Other fabrics on request. 
 
Base options: black wooden base (other colours on request), 7,5 cm high; HPL or veneer on request. Steel legs (stainless steel, or powdercoated on colour), or aluminium legs, height 25cm.



curve outside 45˚/ 90˚

all elements available with different bases:
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wooden base steel base open frame steel base closed frame aluminium legs



Bricks Wall is a collection of modular wall systems. Just like sofa Bricks it consists of geometrical shapes in different dimensions. Bricks Wall can be combined with all seating and back elements of 
Bricks and can be used as a detached sound insulating room divider. Functional supplements, such as folder racks or coat hooks, are optional.  
Bricks Wall is characterized by an inventive linking system, which can be attached to the outer end of the walls. This makes it very easy to expand or move the walls.

Design: Robert Bronwassser.
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Upholstery: fabrics from Kvadrat, Camira, Febrik, Gabriël and De Ploeg, leathers from Ohmann. Other fabrics on request. 

Undercarriage: black wooden base, height 4 cm.
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radius
height
thickness

95 - 200
74 - 112 - 135 - 160 - 180cm
5cm

CURVE 45˚

width
height
thickness

50 - 57 - 62 - 72 - 114 - 142 - 171 - 200cm
74 - 112 - 135 - 160 - 180cm
5cm

CORNER STRAIGHT

radius
height
thickness

50 - 95
74 - 112 - 135 - 160 - 180cm
5cm

CURVE 90˚

width
height
thickness

57cm
92cm
30cm

COUNTER

width
height
thickness

50 - 57 - 62 - 72 - 114 - 142 - 171 - 200cm
74 - 112 - 135 - 160 - 180cm
5cm 

STRAIGHT WALL



Bricks Flex consists of a seating element and a table. The seating element has an electric tilting mechanism and an adjustable lumbar backrest. The depth and height of the seating is also 
electrically adjustable. The armrests are standard retractable; electrically adjustable armrests are optional.

The Bricks Flex seating element can be placed at different positions of the configuration. Therefore the Bricks work station allows many creative combinations.  

Design: Robert Bronwassser.
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Set up possibilities seat: The depth and height of the seating is easily adjustable. It also has an electric tilting mechanism and an adjustable lumbar backrest. The armrests are standard retractable; 
electrically adjustable armrests are optional, price on request.

Application: The Bricks Flex Seating element is always placed in a Bricks set-up.

Undercarriage: Black metal base, other RAL colours possible; price on request.
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Seating height
range: 42 to 52cm

Seating depth
range: 42 to 52cm

Tilt angle
range: -1 ° to 15 °

Lumbar backrest
pneumatically adjustable
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Undercarriage table: height electrically adjustable pillar support. The steel pillar underneath the table, usually fi xed to the fl oor, is available with a smooth powder coating in RAL 9010 (white) or 9005 
(black). Other colours and stainless steel on request. The steel pillar is also available with a fl oorplate, price on request. 

Manually shiftable tabletop
Shiftable in 1 or 2 directions
Range variable, standard 30cm

Height electrically adjustable tabletop
3 preference settings possible
Range height adjustability 60-90cm or 70-120cm
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